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When most people hear the
word “business”, they might
think of a person in a suit and tie
carrying a briefcase and typing
into a computer all day. And
guess what? That’s far from the
truth.
A successful business
focuses on innovation. And
innovation is about creation. It’s
about collaboration. It’s about
thinking outside the box. It’s
about changing society. It’s about
realizing that “impossible” is just
a word. And that’s exactly what
Bryant University is doing.
Behind the Chace Wellness
Center is construction for the
new Academic Innovation
Center. It will be complete in
August 2016 and will totally
change how college students
learn.
This new building focuses on
innovation, yet it took creativity
to design it as well. President
Ronald Machtley travelled
to Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Stanford University,
and Harvard University to
understand how their students
learn and how professors teach

From left: Provost Sulmasy, Dave Semnoski, Dr. Saddlemire, and Archway staff members,
John Logan, Allie Miller, and Anna Rodier.
their curriculum. He wanted
to create an environment that
encourages the “entrepreneurial”
spirit, in addition to
understanding the concepts
being taught by professors.
The new building will now be
the main entrance for campus,
as an additional Admissions
Office will be located there as
the departure site for tours. The
formation of the new Academic
Innovation Center is completely
original to the academic world

as well. The building – both
inside and outside -- will be
covered in glass to create a sense
of transparency and support
group collaboration. It will have
15 breakout rooms and 10 new
classrooms, a projector screen on
the west side of the building that
drops down for larger audiences,
and conference tables and lounge
chairs scattered around the
building. The classrooms will be
able to fit 50 people each (which
is two times as large as the
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The Fantastic Girltastic Code Company
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classroom now), but class sizes
will still be capped at 35 students.
The tiers are spread out to
provide extra space that will be
used for innovation techniques
and help students learn in a more
creative way.
Just like one of the innovation
strategies to develop new ideas,
collaboration played a major role
in the design of the new building

A group photo of the Fantastic Girltastic Code Company participants.

By Laura Hayward
Staff Writer
A year of brainstorming, hard work,
fundraising, and planning from several
Management 200 projects resulted in the first
day workshop from the Fantastic Girltastic
Code Company on Saturday April 2nd.
The Fantastic Girltastic Code Company
workshop held by the Rhode Island Young
Women’s Christian Academy, aimed to
help girls in 4th to 8th grade become more
engaged in technology and app making. The
program was offered to girls for free and
sponsored by both Bryant University and
Amica Insurance. The exciting day supported
several of the YWCA’s initiatives including
their effort to empower and economically
advance women and girls.
The event brought 25 girls from Paul
Cuffee Elementary and Middle School
from Providence to Bryant to enjoy lots of
girltastic activities. They learned how to
identify a problem and problem solve to

think creatively to find a solution. The girls
were exposed to the brainstorming way of
thinking in an environment similar to the
Bryant IDEA program.
Several influential women from the
Rhode Island community came to support
the YWCA girls, including Bryant’s very
own Kati Machtley, Amica Insurance
digital experience team members Courtney
Pereira, Mary Oo, Hannah Tessitore owner
at Splatypus Web Design Studio, Bryant
Professor Sandra Lee Enos, and RISD
Professor Amy Leidtke along with others.
The big dog Ron Machtley himself even
dropped by to see the girls learning about
STEM careers.
The day wouldn’t have been a true success
without the Bryant University students that
volunteered their Saturdays to mentor a
small group of girls as they went through this
process. The mentors got a firsthand seat at
hearing how creative and imaginative these
girls approached problem solving.
For the final project of the day, each group

of girls was tasked to pick a problem that
girls face in the real world, and then create
an idea for an app that might help solve it. It
was shocking to hear how aware these 8-12
year olds were. They brought up problems
like racism, income inequality, sexual abuse,
domestic violence, bullying, body image, and
unequal education, just to name a few.
The four final ideas were body image,
bullying, education for women, and lack of
textbooks and other resources for women.
The panel of judges, made entirely of women,
listened to each group’s ideas and evaluated
them on their presentation as well as their
solution.
The winning app was called
“superwoman” and allowed girls and women
alike to create a picture of what they would
look like as a superwoman. It included an
easter egg that would kick users out if they
identified as male, because the app was for
women only.
The group of girls said that while we
all look different, you don’t have to look a
certain way to be superwoman. Their app
motto was “you don’t have to be a superhero
to be a superwoman”. The judges liked the
unity in the group, and how the members,
though very diverse, all supported and lifted
each other up.
The Fantastic Girltastic Code Company
was an amazing experience for all of the girls
who participated. They learned about STEM
careers, were encouraged to think outside of
the box, got to make new friends, and work
on their presentation skills.
Being in a room full of powerful,
influential, and intelligent women created
an atmosphere that lifted everybody’s
confidence. Most of all, they learned that
girls really can do anything.
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Department of Public Safety Log
(MVA) MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT Mar 28, 2016‐
Monday at 19:00
Location: Faculty/Staff, Commuter Parking
Summary: A DPS officer witnessed a hit and run
accident. The vehicle involved attempted to leave campus
and was stopped at the ECS. Smithfield Police were called
for a report.
LARCENY Mar 31, 2016‐Thursday at 14:01

Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: DPS took a report of stolen/missing room
chairs from a common area.
FIRE ALARM Mar 31, 2016‐Thursday at 21:18
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A sprinkler valve was shut on the second
floor of a Residence Hall causing the fire alarm system to
activate. There are no witnesses or suspects at this time.

Smithfield Ladder 1 and Engine 2 responded to campus
and ruled the alarm as malicious. The system was reset.
VANDALISM (SCHOOL BUILDING) Apr 02, 2016‐
Saturday at 01:31
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A DPS officer found a broken window in a
townhouse common area.

Have a great idea for a story?
Contact archway@bryant.edu
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UC Berkeley: 19 employees violated
sexual harassment policy since 2011
By Katy Murphy, Thomas Peele,
Julia Prodis Sulek and Jason
Green
MCT Campus
A trove of investigative and
disciplinary documents released by the
University of California, Berkeley in the
midst of an unfolding sexual harassment
scandal reveal 19 employees _ including
six faculty members _ were found to be
in violation of the university’s sexual
misconduct policies since 2011.
The records _ obtained Tuesday by
The San Jose Mercury News in response
to a Public Records Act request filed
in November _ bring to light 11 new
cases that had not been disclosed during
the recent high-profile revelations
that tarnished a renowned astronomy
professor, a vice chancellor, the dean
of the law school and Cal’s assistant
basketball coach.
The newly released reports, dating back
to January 2011, show the university’s
Office for the Prevention of Harassment
and Discrimination upheld sexual
harassment claims against an assistant
diving coach, a counselor for disabled
students, an adjunct statistics professor,
and an assistant professor in South and
Southeast Asian studies.
The new documents reveal that all of
the employees fired as a result of sexual
harassment violations were staff members;
none were tenured faculty.
Faculty: Three of the six remain on the
faculty, including two who stepped down
from administrative roles; three resigned
from the university, including an adjunct
employee under the threat of termination;

and discipline in one case is pending.
Staff: Four staff members were fired
from the university and two resigned
under threat of dismissal; two were
suspended; three received pay cuts or
demotions; one got a warning and one has
appealed his firing.
_Seven of the victims were students
and 10 were employees.
The release of the reports come as
UC Berkeley faces a growing outcry over
its handling of sexual harassment and
misconduct on campus. Although UCwide policy lists possible sanctions from
least to most severe _ written censure,
reduction in salary, demotion, suspension,
denial or curtailment of emeritus status,
and dismissal _ news reports in the
past six months revealed that three
faculty members who violated the sexual
harassment policy received the lightest of
the sanctions.
UC Berkeley spokesman Dan Mogulof
said Tuesday that it was difficult to
say whether the campus gives faculty
preferential treatment over staff because
of the relatively small number of cases,
but he said a new task force formed by
Chancellor Nicholas Dirks would review
the cases to assess how well they were
handled.
“We want everything to be examined,
up to and including how discipline is
imposed and whether indeed there are
disparities of how discipline is imposed
based on the status of the accused,”
Mogulof said. “The writing is on the wall.
We know we must do a better job.”
Astronomer Geoff Marcy received a
warning last year despite the university’s
finding that he had serially harassed
students over nearly a decade. Former law

school dean Sujit Choudhry received a 10
percent pay cut but was initially allowed
to keep his position after he was found
to have sexually harassed his executive
assistant. And former Vice Chancellor
Graham Fleming _ who stepped down
last April amid allegations he had sexually
harassed a staff member, _ quickly landed
an administrative job as ambassador for
UC Berkeley’s new Global Campus, a
satellite campus in Richmond.
UC President Janet Napolitano last
month ordered that Fleming be removed
from that and any other administrative
positions, but Fleming remains on the
chemistry faculty.
Amid the growing scandal, Cal
announced last month it was firing
assistant basketball coach Yann Hufnagel
over allegations affirmed by campus
investigators that he had sexually harassed
a female reporter _ an investigation that
dragged on for nearly 10 months after the
reporter first approached the head coach
to report the behavior.
Hufnagel is appealing the decision;
his attorneys and public relations team
have come forward with additional textmessage exchanges between the assistant
coach and the reporter, claiming there
was “mutual flirtation.” The university’s
response to his appeal is expected by the
end of the week.
The new reports Tuesday show another
Cal coach _ assistant diving coach Todd
Mulzet _ was required to attend sexual
harassment training and his salary was
docked 5 percent for two months after he
made repeated sexual comments to a staff
member. Mulzet denied the allegations,
claiming they were made in retaliation for
a work-related issue.

FAQ’s with the Veep

Focus of this week: Conduct related
to drugs and alcohol
By John Logan
Business Editor
The Archway caught up again this week with
Dr. John Saddlemire, Vice President of Student
Affairs, to clear up some questions on campus. The
following questions were submitted by students
and answered by Dr. Saddlemire himself. If you
have any questions that you would like answered,
please email John Logan, jlogan3@bryant.edu, for
the next edition!
Logan: What happens in cases involving drug
or alcohol distribution?
Saddlemire: One of the first messages Bryant
students hear from President Machtley at
orientation, and one that is repeated consistently
throughout their academic career, is an expectation
to do nothing that would harm yourself, and
second, nothing that would harm others. If
students exhibit behavior of alcohol or drug misuse
or abuse, we will confront the behavior and do
what we can to help students change that behavior
in a positive direction. However, if students are
facilitating the potential harm of others through
distributing drugs, whether selling or giving it
away, or distributing alcohol in the same manner;
those violations are taken very seriously.
When students are found responsible for the
distribution of alcohol or drugs, they will most
likely face suspension and/or expulsion. These
students will also most likely face criminal charges
from the state of Rhode Island. Students have
received this sanction already this year.
Logan: But given that marijuana is
decriminalized, isn’t there a reason for the
University to “lighten up”?
Saddlemire: It is important to understand that,
while marijuana has been decriminalized, it is
still illegal. In particular, on our campus and any
other campus that receives federal aid, it is an
expectation that we will continue to enforce the

law. Marijuana use may seem harmless, but given
the illegal nature of its cultivation and distribution,
students are just one step away from someone
with a weapon. Our goal is always to create a safe
environment as possible on campus.
Logan: What happens from an academic and
financial standpoint?
Saddlemire: Students that are suspended or
expelled do not receive a refund on any of their
costs. In other words, a full pay student suspended
mid semester loses close to $23,000. Also, the
courses from that semester will need to be retaken.
Logan: What if I am an International Student?
Saddlemire: International students who are
found responsible for distribution of alcohol or
drugs and then suspended or expelled face even
more consequences. They will lose their ability to
study abroad in the United States because their
Visa status will be revoked.
Logan: What if I am an athlete?
Saddlemire: Bryant University has a lot of
varsity athletes as well as club sport athletes.
These are students at the University that has
proudly provided the opportunity to wear the
name of Bryant University in competition with
other schools across the country. If a student is
suspended, they still have the opportunity to
return as a student. However, that student may not
be allowed to come back as an athlete.
Logan: At this point of the semester, seniors
really have very little to lose, right?
Saddlemire: I think the idea that since seniors
are so close to graduation they have very little to
lose is blatantly incorrect. In fact, seniors have the
most to lose if they exhibit behavior that leads to
suspension or expulsion. For many, they already
have a job lined up. That would be derailed by a
suspension or expulsion. They also have invested
the most time and money into their pursuit of a
degree. The last thing they should do is put that at
risk.

The investigative and disciplinary
reports released Tuesday evening include
800 pages of documents that had been
heavily redacted to protect the privacy
of the victims and witnesses. The reports
contain graphic and, at times, disturbing
accounts including foul language, explicit
emails, unwanted sexual advances and
sexual assault.
Investigators concluded Dr. Blake
Wentworth, an assistant professor in
the Department of South and Southeast
Asian Studies, made an “unwelcome,
sexual advance” to a grad student in 2015,
according to documents. Wentworth
took the student’s hand, told her he was
attracted to her, and asked her out to
dinner, according to documents. Later, he
came up behind her and cupped her ear.
University officials are still considering
how to discipline Wentworth. In his
defense, Wentworth told investigators the
student started to talk about the intimate
details of her personal life during an
abstract conversation about marriage, but
he told her “I can’t talk to you about this
because you’re an attractive woman.”
A massage therapist with Cal’s
recreation department, Alan Wong, was
fired after investigators found he “sexually
assaulted” a woman by touching her
vagina during a massage. Wong was not
criminally charged because the student
filed an anonymous complaint, which
investigators found to be true. Wong
denied the allegation to investigators.
One of the staff members fired for
making inappropriate sexual comments to
his subordinates said it’s no surprise that
faculty members caught up in the scandal
have been given lighter punishments.

Obama’s visit to
Cuba didn’t sit
well with Castro
By Tyler Panno
Contributing Writer
On the week of March 21st, President Obama become
the first U.S. Head of State in 88 years to make a visit to the
communist nation of Cuba. While many Cubans took Obama’s
visit with an open mind, one prominent figure openly scolded
the President and his intentions.
As a frequent writer for the Cuban communist-party
newspaper El Granma, Fidel Castro wrote a full page column
under the title “Brother Obama.” When addressing the United
States, Castro wrote “We don’t need the empire to give us
anything,” explaining that Cuba has never needed nor wanted
the help of the U.S.
The former leader, who is now 89 years of age, turned over
his presidency to his brother Raul Castro after a mysterious
intestinal injury that almost ended his life. On this historic trip,
Obama met with Cuban president Raul Castro, but not his elder
brother Fidel.
Josh Earnest, the White House Press Secretary, said that
Obama was able to establish good relations with the Cuban
government in a way that would have not been possible without
making the effort to visit the country.
In a speech broadcasted on Cuban State television, Cubans
applauded as Obama said that both countries should move past
their animosity towards each other.
“It is time for us to look forward to the future together -- a
future of hope,” said the American leader. “And it won’t be easy,
and there will be setbacks. It will take time. But my time here
in Cuba renews my hope and my confidence in what the Cuban
people will do. We can make this journey as friends, and as
neighbors, and as family -- together.”
Despite Fidel’s strong reservations regarding Obama’s visit,
the people of Cuba seemed to embrace the event. This clear
difference between them and their former leader, may well
indicate a changing tide between the two countries.
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AIC (Continued from pg. 1)
as well. For instance, Project Manager Dave Semnoski teamed
up with the faculty and staff to make some of the decisions for the
building design. They had input ranging from the type of flooring
all the way to the technology and what the lectern would look like
in the classrooms. Kip Ellis, the lead architects of EyP, said that this
development is one of the most groundbreaking projects their team
has ever worked on.
Two other key people to recognize for the success of this
new project are the Director of Capital Projects, John Metcalf,
and Management Professor Michael Roberto. They both have
helped bring the team together from the ideation phase into the
implementation phase. In other words, the research team wanted the
new Academic Innovation Center to combine the Silicon Valley vibe
into a formal setting, as the West Coast meets the East Coast.
The main emphasis for this project is not to limit the innovation
process for a specific area of study either. As a result, courses offered
from both the College of Business and the College of Arts & Sciences
will be taught there. Professors will be submitting proposals on their
curriculum for next year and a committee will decide who will be
able to move their classrooms over to the new building. Therefore,
all professors have an equal opportunity to teach in the new building
since there are limited classrooms. Not only will there be a place on
campus to have a unique learning environment, but there will also
be a new dining option for students, L’Artisan Cafe & Bakery; this is
based on a café in downtown Providence.
The contemporary and inventive nature of the Academic
Innovation Center is reflective of the learning environment at
Bryant. While plans for the Academic Innovation Center were
inspired by institutions like Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Stanford University, and Harvard University, Bryant is emerging as a
leader and trendsetter among colleges in the nation. With programs
like RED Day, the IDEA program, and First-Year Gateway Program,
Bryant is providing students with modern learning opportunities.
In the fast-changing world we are part of, innovation and
creativity are key elements to being successful. Not only must you
understand them, but you also have to know how to use tehm to your
advantage in order to stand out from your competition.
With unique strategies to stand out and teach students, Bryant
University is now becoming an internationally known college.
The university is providing an opportunity for students to learn
and professors to teach in new ways. Traditional learning and
memorization is slowly fading away and Bryant is at the forefront for
active engagement and experimental learning. By helping students
become leaders and innovators to make the world a better place,
Bryant is truly teaching students that “impossible” is just a word.
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Meet the Senior Class
Committee!
By John Logan
Business Editor
The Senior Class Committee is composed
of 11 elected seniors who help their graduating
class with numerous events and activities. For
instance, we assist with Senior Week, Senior
Nights, fundraising for scholarships, connecting
with alumni, and much more. Feel free to reach
out to the committee below if you have any
questions!
Committee Co-Chairs: Hanna Williamson &
Brian Cadigan
Senior Committee Members: Danielle
Goldstein, Iemanja Dos Santos, Jessica
DiFilippo, John Logan Lucas Anderson, Matt
Licari, Nicole Yong, Olivia Rustic
Senior Committee Advisors: Anna
Takahama, Mike Matias, Tyler Brum
This week’s featured members are Nicole
Yong and Danielle Goldstein:
Name: Nicole Yong
Hometown: South Easton, MA

Senior committe member Nicole Yong.

Senior committee member Danielle
Goldstein.
Major/Minor: Accounting and Forensic
Science
Fun fact most people don’t know about you:
Mike Vrabel lived in my town, and he and his
family came to a family gathering.
Why did you join the Senior Class Committee?
I joined the Senior Class Committee because
I wanted to help plan events to make senior year
a memorable experience.
Name: Danielle Goldstein
Hometown: Needham, MA
Major/Minor: Psychology Major. Double
Minor in Communications and Management
Fun fact most people don’t know about you: I
have been to Israel three times
Why did you join the Senior Class Committee?
I wanted to plan all of the events for our class
and hear input from my fellow classmates. I
wanted to be a part of something big my senior
year and help plan the best year yet. I also
wanted to learn more about educating people on
giving funds and the importance of it. Bryant
has given us all so much in the past four years it
is important to be able to give back as well.

Coach Chris Burns inspires students

Coach Burns has made an impression on students on and off the court. (Athletics)

By Andrew Omer
Contributing Writer
On October 7th, 2015, history was
made in the sports world. Chris Burns,
a brave man that we are all proud to
have as a part of our Bryant community,
ended his internal battle and announced
to the world that he is a gay man. Burns
is the first openly gay Division 1 men’s
basketball coach in the history of the
sport.
Burns issued the following statement
through Bryant University on his decision

to no longer live in fear:
“Telling my story was not a decision I
made lightly, and it was not made without
consideration of how it would affect those
around me. I am thankful for the support
system I have had and for how it has
grown over the recent weeks and days. It
has been a long journey to get to the place
I am today, and I hope by doing this I can
help ease the pain and conflict so many
others are going through, often in silence.
“Equally as important for me, though,
is returning the focus to what I love –
coaching basketball. I look forward to

a season in which I feel free to be my
authentic self both on the court and off
it, and I hope this will not serve as a
distraction for me professionally, for the
game that has meant so much to me, or for
the student-athletes and coaches who have
supported me throughout this journey.”
Coach Burns made this decision to
release himself from the chains he had set
on himself, and to set an example for all
the people around the world that are going
through the same battle. We may be a
small Division 1 school that a lot of people
may not have heard of, but Coach Burns
has certainly put himself and the school
on the map.
Legendary college coach, Mike
Krzyzewski commented on Coach Burns
courageous act when asked by USA Today:
“When I think of this, I think of
tossing a big stone into a lake or a pond.
The ripples he’s creating are huge. To me,
it’s a huge step in the right direction for
our sport because it can allow others who
don’t feel like they can be who they are to
do the same.” Actions speak louder than
words, and luckily for Coach Burns he has
both on his side.
Coach Burns took baby steps
when coming out which is perfectly
understandable. He started off by telling
his friends and his parents. Eventually
Coach Burns told the head coach, the
captains of the team, and then some
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personnel in Bryant Athletics. You would
think telling his friends and family would
be the hardest part; nope. Facing the
locker room was his biggest challenge. The
players and coaches that previously knew
before his speech were nervous for him,
but knew he would triumph.
Chris Burns has not only impacted
Bryant University as a coach, but he is an
alum of Bryant as a student and a player.
He was a part of the 2004-2005 Men’s
basketball team that made a run all the
way to the Division 2 finals where they
fell just short in a close loss to Virginia
Union. Chris Burns dropped a team
high 24 points for the Bulldogs in the
championship. They may have lost in the
finals, but as a 6 seed in the tournament,
Bryant was just short of a Cinderella story.
This man has had such a powerful
impact on our school through his time
as a player and a coach. He has become a
role model for not only basketball players,
but for people who face the challenges of
coming out as who they really are. Chris
Burns wanted to get the weight off his
shoulders so others could see that it’s okay
to be gay. He wanted to show everyone
that your family will still love you and
your friends will support you. Thank you
Chris for setting the path for others and
putting Bryant University on the map.

Write about current world, local, and campus events for your chance to be featured on the front page!
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The ‘Sharing’ Economy is a lie
By Shayan Ushani
Business and Marketing Director

Economies are constantly adapting and evolving. The United States was at one time
a manufacturing economy. Now we are a service economy, and some economists are
saying we are entering the information age of our economy where data and intel is what
will drive our revenues. How we go about conducting our economy has been changing
as well. After the Great Depression, consumers were saving more, focusing more on
prices, and moving closer to a mixed-economy similar to Europe with FDR’s New Deal.
The Baby Boomers also conducted their business differently, being known for aiming to
buy a house and car. They emphasized paying off debts and building equity. Recently,
increasing technological advancements and further connecting with one another has
led to the rise of the “Sharing Economy.” Or I should say the rise of the coining of the
term “Sharing Economy.”
The sharing economy is a hybrid market model which highlights peer-to-peer
sharing of access to goods. The concept is just being presented as new, but it is actually
antiquated. Think about the heavy machinery a manufacturing company would ‘share’
to a smaller business for a fee; think about Boeing and JetBlue or Caterpillar and D.R.
Horton. In the sharing economy, you never own anything. You have no equity, you
simply pay every time for a service you need making you dependent on the person who
has access to the “means of production.” I point to this economic model and its rise
being a reason to perpetuate the wealth disparity in this country and past our borders.
The sharing economy is not sharing at all, that’s just a happy word to make it sound
good. It’s renting.
Before shredding the renting economy, let’s discuss some positives. The renting
economy has several environmental benefits. Areas that indulge in such a model have
a lower carbon footprint, help to conserve resources, and prevent climate change and
pollution. Additionally, behavioral finance shows that a renting economy provides a
sense of community. These places may have more participation in democratic elections
and lower crime rates. Specific renting organizations also have their positives such
as Uber saving drunk passengers from driving themselves. Some may say the biggest
reward of the renting economy is that it saves costs, but it doesn’t and make sure to
remember this.
The renting economy is reaching close to ten billion in annual revenue stream. The
biggest example that comes to mind is Uber. There are a lot more than just the range
from Airbnb, Lyft, and TaskRabbit. These examples will help to explain how toxic a

renting economy is. Uber is a huge company; in fact, its hype has led to a $50 billion
valuation with VC capitalists thinking they found their unicorn. Uber has little to no
assets, bigger than big regulatory problems, high debt, and is immature. I am not saying
that Uber will never meet its valuation at an intrinsic level (although that’s hard to see),
but I do discourage these kinds of investments. Investments like this fueled the DotCom bubble, and lousy spending again led to the Great Recession.
Now, let’s do some math. Uber’s average fare is approximately $20 (this is not
including tip or future marked up prices for holidays). Let’s say that you take an uber
every day for a year. That means you’re paying $7,300. Wait, but that’s not it. You just
paid $7,300 for a service and that’s it. If you had saved for just one year, you would have
had $7,300 in an account that would be accumulating interest. With that >$7,300 then
you could have had bought a car and added to your net worth. That money would not
have disappeared, but instead you now own an asset that’s worth just as much (minus
car costs), the means to providing yourself that service, and ending the reliance on an
outside third-party service provider, saving you additional costs every year.
Don’t get it wrong, Uber’s not the only one hurting your wallet. Airbnb is just as
dangerous, and I mean it literally. Airbnb has faced criticism that some of its customers
were put in dangerous situations. Airbnb isn’t just bad for the user, it’s bad across the
board: other industries, the clients, and the renters. The users of Airbnb are generally
looking for a low-cost alternative but are led to forfeiting quality and security for this.
Additionally, those who have used Airbnb to rent out their place have reported that
there were insufficient steps taken in security and that their property was damaged and
trashed. This leads the suppliers to a lower quality medium. Competition is generally
good, in fact it is excellent. It drives progress, and shows the true feat of human nature.
It was the Soviets sending the first satellite into space that drove our country to be
the first on the moon. It was Yahoo that made Google consider making a stronger
search engine. And it’s Jeff Bezos’ Blue Origin that is challenging Elon Musk’s SpaceX
to be more successful in its vertical landing. The problem is that in the industry
Airbnb operates in, economies of scale is something pertinent to pay attention to. If
an organization can grow, they can standardize and scale costs down. However, if
they have a negative trending income, then their short term financial troubles lead to
more and more complications. This is a self-feeding cycle leading to the inevitability of
failure.
Lastly is TaskRabbit, a website where freelancers can find work. It may seem like
a cute way to make extra money, but organizations taking advantage of cost saving
initiatives have led to the extortion of workers. To understand the point I am trying
to make, you must first be aware of the current situation of our economy. The Great
Recession has ended, but for the past decade wages have been flat. This is extremely
dangerous on many levels. Wages should never remain stagnant for so long, it has led
to the frustration of the working class in general, personal financial problems among
households, and a growing gap that leads to the rise of extremists in politics. Wages
have been flat for a long time due to companies hiring workers on a part-time basis.
This means they do not pay the worker insurance, overtime, retirement, and a whole
stream of other benefits that the organization would be entitled to pay if they hired
the worker full time. This is not reflected in a simple unemployment rate; yes people
are employed but they are not under ideal conditions. Services like TaskRabbit simply
propagate this model. Instead of a company hiring a worker, they can now hire from
task to task with nothing but a check with no benefits. If the sharing economy grows, it
will lead to the way not only products are offered, but also how work is offered, leading
to a proliferation of a mercenary type of workforce.
My critique of the renting economy was made simply to make the point clear. I
understand on the micro scale that there are benefits like someone that made a lot of
money freelancing. This is about the macro long-term picture. If you want a ride, save
up money and buy that car. If you want to make money, get a career and not a gig.
Like Warren Buffett continually emphasizes, “Always invest for the long term.”

Is the Nike Hyperadapt 1.0 worth the hype?
By Christine Kelly
Contributing Writer
In the year 1989, Michael J. Fox starred as Marty
McFly in the film Back to the Future II. McFly had
received a brand new pair of power-laced shoes while
visiting the year of 2015. These high top sneakers
featured laces that were programmed to tighten
to one’s feet electronically. For the film, Universal
Studio’s collaborated with Nike to make a futuristic
sneaker. Nike’s Vice President for Design and Special
Projects Tinker Hatfield was, at that time, part of Nike’s
Innovation Team. His team was given the task to create
a sneaker incorporating technologies or designs not
yet available or conceived that could conceivably be on
store shelves by the year 2015. The McFly was created - a
futuristic concept sneaker with a long lasting battery,
lights, and automatic lacing.
Fifteen years later, Hatfield went back to the future
himself as his interest in the adaptive lacing concept
of the McFly shoe reignited. He decided to initiate a
project to bring the concept sneaker to a reality. He
designated Tiffany Beers, Senior Innovator, NIKE, Inc.
as the project’s technical lead to create athletic footwear
that was adaptable to the performance needs of athletes
based on the adaptable lace concept. Ms. Beers’ team

worked on an adaptive lacing for six years, and after three
design prototypes, Nike was able to release the Nike Air
MAG on October 11, 2015 - the thirtieth anniversary of
the movie. Nike’s President and Chief Executive Officer
Mark Parker stated, “We started creating something
for fiction and we turned it into fact, inventing a new
technology that will benefit all athletes.”
In 2016, Tinker Hatfield and the Nike Innovation
Team did the unimaginable by anticipating what their
competitors would have never dreamed of. They created
the Nike HyperAdapt 1.0. This adaptive shoe offers
power-laces. When you take your first step, the heel will
sense it and automatically tighten. There are two buttons
mounted into the sole that enables a person to manually
tighten or loosen the shoes. The HyperAdapt 1.0 will
be available in three colors beginning the 2016 holiday
season to members of Nike+.
While the HyperAdapt 1.0 has innovative manual
buttons to control lacing, Nike is far from finished with
the adaptive shoe concept. Nike is continuing to use
the concept as a platform to design athletic footwear
with greater and faster adaptability resulting in better
performance. Nike’s goal is to bring to market athletic
footwear using sensor technology that automatically
and instantaneously adapts to an athlete’s performance
needs. This means shoes will loosen or tighten based

on the activity of the athlete. For example, during a
commercial break in a basketball game, a player’s shoe
will loosen comfortably as the movement and stresses of
performance are reduced. This breakthrough innovation
will also improve foot health for the athletes that endure
incredible foot stresses. Nike hopes that they will spur
more adaptive ideas in sports apparel in the future.
Other who will benefit from the power-laced shoe will
include the handicapped, disabled, and the elderly.
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The Biz Recap with Shayan
By Shayan Ushani
Business and Marketing Director
The scariest thing in the global economy right now would be the official slowdown of the largest
economy and the one right beneath it; the U.S. and China. For months, analysts have been scraping every
bit of data to be prepared for such a situation where there’s a clear direction. According to a JPMorgan
higher up, there is a “pulse” in global manufacturing. The U.S. met its expectations but went no further
when it added over 200,000 jobs with moderate wage growth, but the real news is from China. China’s
PMI manufacturing index is over 50, hitting the divide that marks growth and the first time it has been
to such a level in months. Right now, our domestic economy is in a funny situation, where it is dependent
on global growth and not the other way around for the first time in a very long time. Established Asian
economies that rely on China such as South Korea and Japan, and economies that have natural resourcebased economies such as Canada, South Africa, and Australia could be heading into trouble. All these
country are examples of the dominos that could fall if China were to have a recession. The Hang Seng
suffered its biggest drop since late February this past week, and it is currently hurting due to a recent
Standard & Poors downgrade.
Not all news is bad, as Elon Musk must be holding his head up high for the next board meeting.
Tesla sold over 253,000 of its new Model 3 within the first day and a half of release. That’s right, within
36 hours his company has raked in a retail value of $10.6 billion. Johnson had an estimate of 250,000300,000 orders by the end of June: truly a marvel. The car’s average selling price will be above the base
$35,000, but tax incentives will bring it down, while extra features depending on your preferences could
bring it up to $50,000-$60,000. The only company that may match how cool Tesla is right now, may be
Heineken. The company has been growing after post-Great Recession problems and is now undertaking
an aggressive marketing campaign. They are sponsoring boxers, finding new actors, and premiering in a
soccer league. They are also growing their craft beer enterprise to meet with consumer’s changing taste.
Leadership seems stronger than ever, matching how well their brand is doing.
Speaking of big changes, Alaska Air is nearing its deal to buy Virgin America. They have outbid
JetBlue, another company that was eyeing Virgin to add to its fleet. Alaska Air’s $2 billion+ is now
leading to volatility within certain equities in the airline sector. Richard Branson must be just as happy as
Elon Musk.
Economies
Saudi Arabia is being affected by a smart mind possibly more than its oil revenue for once. The 30
year old prince is dedicated to change Saudi Arabia’s economy and end its reliance on oil. He is trying to
create a $2 trillion fund that will help the country’s economy. Primary funding would be coming from
oil, and a 5 percent sale of the state owned Aramco. Aramco has recently stated that a small portion of its
equity is open for outside investors and no full ownership sale of its subsidiaries.
Nigeria is also being affected by oil. The country is hemorrhaging money as oil continues to fall, and
now a new problem has risen. The state oil company is now making up for mismanagement that has led
to billions of unpaid fees. The NRGI has said that the NNPC has withheld $6.3 billion of oil proceeds.
President Muhammadu Buhari is under certain pressures, and has been attempting to revamp the
NNPC. Nigeria, similar to countries surrounding it, has to battle corruption and its high cost.
South Korea is now seeking to open up trade with Mexico, as it eyes growth in its exports with
further connections in Central & South America. Despite both countries signing the TPP, there are more
considerations that need to be discussed. The proposed bilateral trade deal between South Korea and
Mexico could amount to tens of billions of dollars and fast growth.
Iran is looking for a $2.5 billion investment to upgrade its oil tankers, a new move taken by its
government after the lifting of sanctions. After rising from economic isolation, the country is taking
quick, swift steps in order to modernize and be as efficient as possible. The NITC (National Iranian
Tanker Company) is also the only Iranian company that has been able to lease out its tankers, which
could be a boost in an additional revenue stream for one of the most advanced economies of the Middle
East.
Brazil is in the midst of a lot of trouble. Its president is currently under an impeachment process to
which she responded as a “coup attempt.” In South American culture, this is a very, very dark area with
the region in turmoil after such attempts. Nevertheless, this has led to downgrades and possible buying
opportunities with the Blackstone Group,who is now considering a $3.38 billion mall deal in Brazil. No
further comments have been made.
Coming up we expect to see Chain Store Sales, Jobless Claims, PPI-FD, Retail Sales, & Business
Inventories.

Analytics without Borders is a success
By Shayan Ushani
Business and Marketing Director
Analytics without Borders was a conference that took place Friday April 1, at
Bentley University, who teamed up with Bryant University, that featured a forum of
variety. The event was the first of its kind and will be held at Bryant University next
year, something I encourage everyone to attend. I would like to thank some of the
people who organized the event; Kevin Mentzer an Assistant Professor of CIS here at
Bryant and Dominique Haughton of Bentley. There was discussion of analytics and
the field in general relation to its applications in corporate institutions, academia,
government organizations, and more.
Imagine having the rich knowledge for the technological forecasting in drug
development, using data science for algae price prediction, helping the impoverished
citizens of Massachusetts through welfare reform based on statistics, or seeing insights
from the most basic of Tweets that you could not see just by reading them. Analytics
has the answer to all of these.
Analytics is a lot newer than some would think, with the term being coined around
only a quarter century ago. Demand for deep analytical talent is said to 50-60 percent
greater than the projected supply by 2018. If it’s money you’re concerned with, analytics
has a solution to that and a whole lot more. Let’s clarify the field by discussing some
points PhDs and experts in the field had mentioned at the conference. Storytelling is
the number one skill for a data scientist. As mentioned by Forbes, for a data scientist
it is important to take something without context, sort it out to convey a particular
message, and know how to communicate it with those who would not understand the
backend of it so it can turn into actionable results.
Secondly, the average data scientist knows eight programming languages. Yep,
eight. These may range from C#, Python, Java, SQL, Apache, SAS, r, or whatever else
but do you have to know them all to be a data scientist? No. You do not need to know
so many languages, but you must be able to adapt and come out of your comfort zone
when the time comes. Programming languages can be discouraging, it is a big time
investment to learn for something that may fall out of base such as Assembly or Basic.
Lastly, it was nice to be reminded of the ethics in analytics. Big Data is hugely powerful
and can be used in a variety of applications, but when it comes to the questionable
gray area there must be a way to take a non-biased approach and be aware that their
response has consequences.
For those that did not attend, there were particular talks that may peak your
interest in this field. In fact, our very own Editor-in-chief of The Archway, Molly
Funk, presented on ‘The Application of Fatal Analysis Reporting System Data on the

Road Safety Education of U.S. Minors.’ One speaker did not have a math or business
background like the rest of her peers, but had a health background. Jennifer Beierlein,
a Fellow at Bentley, had used PubMed to extract 270,000 publications. Understanding
the basis of exponential growth in technological advancements, she used the data to see
a correlation. In short, she saw big breakthroughs in the medical field cannot happen
before technologies have been established. Studying these articles of a huge database,
she did advanced textual analytics to see patterns of different language being used:
times, frequency, type of trial (whether targeted or phenotypic). These were used to
see that the words in the articles were also a window into seeing how close we were to
a breakthrough. For the finance students that may want a cherry on top to motivate
them, imagine that you used these findings to predict the time of trial approvals for
drugs of public biotech companies. It is not rare to see a biotech company double in a
year after a new drug is passed, look at Gilead’s and Biogen’s performance in the past
five years.
Nilam Shete and Akshay Prakash, graduate students at Bentley, conducted research
for ‘Valuing Marine Microalgae for Animal Feed.’ The general approach was to use
historical feed prices, use algae’s nutritional composition to correctly value it as a
whole, and then do further financial analysis of the energy biorefinery. It started with
web scraping for them and working with the price data in Python which needed to be
scrubbed, used a linear mixed effects regression model, and results were then shown.
Their model was very close to the actual prices, an impressive feat.
Outside of research, Jeff Bacon, a government employee from Massachusetts’
Department of Transitional Assistance, showed how analytics have impacted the lives
of many. His team used data they found to be able to execute ATM/POS blocking in
welfare recipient’s pay at prohibited locations. In his time working there, he has seen
welfare recipients spend hundreds of thousands dollars less monthly at prohibited
locations. What caught me was his smile as he was presenting, knowing that using
analytics he was making a difference in a very real way.
My last forum attended ended with Mentzer’s findings on ‘Manual Versus
Automated Classification of Tweets in the Policing Domain.’ He studied five police
department’s’ Twitter data for three months; Billerica, Burlington, Peabody, Waltham,
and Wellesley. Using a well-developed approach, he was able to see different findings;
there was a whole array of information just from Tweets. One of these included that
Peabody’s police department never tweeted about crime, not once. If these departments
had an analytics manager, they would be able to see from what was blurriness before.
If any students have questions about advancing in analytics they should speak to
Alan Olinsky, the head of the department at Bryant University.
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UConn wins 11th title, defeats Syracuse
for fourth straight championship
John Altavilla
MCT Campus
In time, future generations will
want to know about the man who built
the castle in the cornfield, the women’s
basketball program that for decades
defined greatness, consistency and
dedication to task.
They will look back and study his
methodologies, remember the great
players that passed through UConn and
turned it into the model others could only
aspire to imitate.
Eventually, they will turn to what
happened on Tuesday at Bankers Life
Fieldhouse in the nation’s heartland. They
will call it the coronation, the day when
the Huskies, for once and all, for the past
and the present and perhaps the future,
stood apart in their prominence.
Here is what they will say: The greatest
senior class in the history of the game,
and their architect, Geno Auriemma, did
something no one had ever done before,
not Pat Summitt’s Lady Vols, not John
Wooden’s Bruins.
Led by their big three of Breanna
Stewart, Morgan Tuck and Moriah
Jefferson, wearing the uniform for
the final time, playing with force and
determination, UConn drilled Syracuse
82-51 to win the 2016 NCAA national
championship and make more history.
“This team is its own entity,” Geno
Auriemma said.
Stewart led the Huskies with 24 points,
10 rebounds and six assists. Tuck had 19
points, seven rebounds and five assists.
And Jefferson scored 13 points with five
assists.
The title was an unprecedented fourth
straight for the Huskies (38-0). It was their
record 11th, one more than Wooden won
at UCLA. And it ties Phil Jackson, who
won 11 NBA titles in Chicago and Los

Angeles.
The win was also the NCAA-record
151st for the class of Stewart, Tuck and
Jefferson, the only trio in NCAA Division
I basketball history to win four national
titles.
And it affixed a bright blue bow on
a sixth undefeated season that will take
the Huskies into next year on a 75-game
winning streak, 15 short of tying its alltime record.
They won by slipping through the
tough exterior of a bold Syracuse program
playing in its first Final Four. The Orange
made it this far relying on their defensive
fortitude, boundless energy and timely
3-point shooting.
But even Orange coach Quentin
Hillsman apparently had a premonition
when he said he thought the Huskies had
forgotten how to lose.
“That’s kind of a really good thing to
forget,” Gabby Williams said.
Until the third quarter, when the
Orange cut a 60-27 lead to 60-43, forcing
mistakes with their press, Syracuse was
no match for UConn, whose desire more
than matched their skill, whose solutions
certainly confounded it.
Napheesa Collier was the one who
ended the confounding 16-0 run with two
quick baskets that restocked the lead and
sent the Huskies into the fourth quarter
ahead, 64-43.
After dreaming so big, waiting so long
and playing so flawlessly all season, the
Huskies were not to be denied.
“Those were the conversations we
had,” Moriah Jefferson said of the senior
class. “We knew we had the opportunity
to do something special. We came into
the season with a lot of great players
surrounding us, so we knew our pieces
were there and we had the outside pieces.”
This was their night. This was their
moment, just as Stewart imagined it

Syracuse faced a tough battle against what was deemed the greatest senior
class in history (sbnnation)
would be when she arrived on campus.
Her class batted 1.000 in national
championships _ four for four.
“Stewie, Mo (Jefferson) and I kind of
talked about it when we first came here,”
Tuck said of winning four straight.
There was never any doubt about the
game. The Huskies roared to a 9-0 lead
in the first 3:27 using a pair of 3-pointers
from Stewart and Jefferson to help build
the lead.
Syracuse’s immediate response was to
try to make their trademark 3-pointers
_ they had 12 in their semifinal win over
Washington _ but they missed their first
three and the Huskies slowly built the
lead.
The first 10-point lead came on a
3-pointer from Stewart with 4:12 to play

in the first quarter. That made the score
18-6. The Huskies built the lead to 17
points (23-6) before the quarter ended
with them leading 28-13.
Any hope the Orange had of tightening
the deficit with pressure defense quickly
faded when the Huskies were so adept at
breaking it. They turned the ball over six
times in the first half and shot 16-for-31 to
take a 50-23 lead.
Stewart had 14 points in the half. Tuck
added 13 and Jefferson had 11. And the
Huskies totally controlled the boards,
outrebounding the Orange, 26-12.
Syracuse was not moving the ball
around well in the half, shooting only 30
percent from the field (9-for-30). It was
2-for-12 from 3 with only one assist.

Headis: a head start into a new sport
John Altavilla
MCT Campus
There is a newer sport that exists that many do not know
about, but become fascinated with once they observe one game.
Germany, of all places, spawned a new sport that involves a ping
pong table, a small rubber ball, and your noodle. This sport is
called Headis, and it has not yet made its way to popularity in the
United States.
In 2006, Rene Wegner and his friend, Felix Weins, created
the sport after the soccer field at their university was busy
and they decided to start head-butting the ball at a ping pong
table. Suddenly, the beginning stages of Headis started gaining
momentum and even made its way into the sports program at
the University of Saarbrucken. Ever since then, Headis has been
having more and more participate.
Now, participants are known to make clever names for
themselves, such as Lord Voldehead and Headsinfarkt. Some of
the moves that these players showcase are outstanding. If you
watch any of the compilations of the sport, you would see a quick
turn of a head in order to spike the ball on the opponent’s side.
While it is amazing what the players can do with just their head,
they must still use caution as they could head-butt the corner of
the ping pong table.
While this sport is not overtaking football or soccer any time
soon, it would be interesting to see more people master the game.
So, maybe consider ordering a Headis ball and start practicing as
you would be sure to draw in a crowd!

Headis is a new sport that combines pingpong and soccer-style headers (uberpong.com)
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Home Games This Weekend

Bryant Baseball
pulls out a sweep
Jillian Gaudet
Organization Coordinator

Saturday April 9th
Men’s Lacrosse vs. Wagner - Home at 1:00pm

Sunday April 10th
Women’s Tennis - Home vs. Hartford at 11:00am
Softball - Home vs. LIU Brooklyn at 12:00pm

April 7, 2016

On Friday April 1st, the Bryant
Bulldogs baseball team secured a twogame sweep over the LIU Brooklyn
Blackbirds, their two other games getting
cancelled due to inclement weather.
Sophomore James Karinchak started
pitching and went eight innings with
eight strikeouts keeping the Blackbirds

Softball - Home vs. LIU Brooklyn at 2:00pm

This Week’s
Scores
Men’s Lacrosse - Game April 5th
Bryant (6-3) 11
Brown (8-1) 10
Women’s Lacrosse - Game March 30th
Bryant (6-3) 11
UMass Lowell (1-9) 9
Baseball - Game April 2nd
Bryant (6-0) 5
LIU Brooklyn (0-6) 1
Softball - Doubleheader on April 2nd
Bryant (2-23) 1
Sacred Heart (8-18) 0
Bryant (2-24) 0
Sacred Heart (9-18) 1
Track and Field - Black and Gold Invitational
April 2nd
Bryant Men finished 3-1, and the women
finished 2-2. First place finishes came from
Nicole Dempsey (100m dash), Kristen Hayes
(400m hurdles), Melissa Lodge (1500), Jonee
Harrison (hammer), Kelsey Charette (javelin),
Milan Duka (800), Deion Raper (110m
hurdles), and Nolan Ryan (pole vault). Notable
performances came from MiaLynne Park (400),
and Benjamin Jackson (discus).
Golf - Towson Spring Invitational April 3rd
Team finished 7th with a 28-over par score.
Junior golfer McKinley Slade slotted second on
the leaderboard with a score of one-under par.

Junior Brandon Bingel threw a
complete game on Saturday (Bryant
Athletics)

to one hit through six innings, earning
three overall in the game. The Bulldogs
got their offensive contribution from three
solo home runs in the first three innings
of the game from juniors Matt Albanese

and Cole Fabio, and senior Zach Wood.
In a pitching dominated game, the three
solo homers were all that was needed with
Karinchak on the mound.
On Saturday, during the second game
of the weekend, junior Brandon Bingel
was the star pitcher. Bingel started on
the mound throwing a complete game,
striking out eight and giving up one run
on six hits. Brooklyn’s one run came on
the first batter of the game who led off
with a solo home run. After that Bingel
settled in and shutout the Blackbirds for
the rest of the game.
Bryant’s offense again came off
homers. Matt Albanese continued his
weekend answering back with another
solo home run to tie the game in the
bottom of the first inning, and later scored
on a ground ball from Bingel to take the
lead.
In the bottom of the 8th, Freshman
Nick Angelini came up to bat with two
men on, delivering with a three run home
run over the left field fence to extend the
lead to 5-1. “Nick’s home run expanded
the lead,” Bingel said in a post-game
interview. Bingel also gave most of the
credit to the defense.
The bulldogs continue their conference
schedule this weekend at Fairleigh
Dickinson for a four game series.

Week’s Best
Tweets
“BASE: Game over! Bingel retires the
Blackbirds in order in the 7th to end the
ballgame. Bryant wins, 5-1”
		@BryantGameday
“1st no one has a perfect bracket, now no one
predicted Villanova would beat Okla. by 40.
Mon. UNC vs Nova all bets off. Great college
bball”
		@BryantUprez
“@BryantSoftball beat Sacred Heart, 1-0, in
their first game. Martiza Martinez drove in
the Bulldogs only run”
		@BryantAthletics
“MLAX: @Bryant_Lax senior Shane Morrell
awarded Northeast Conference weekly
accolade. http://bit.ly/1MOm5NA”
		@BryantAthletics
“Bryant loses a heartbreaker to CCSU in 3
games (25-19,24-26,11-15). Great Tournament
and on to Nationals! #GoDogs”
		@BryantMensVB
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Villanova wins national title on Kris
Jenkins’ three-pointer at the buzzer
Zach Helfand
MCT Campus
The lead had evaporated. Overtime loomed.
For Villanova, its season hung in the balance in
Monday’s national championship game, thanks to North
Carolina guard Marcus Paige’s three-point basket that
tied the score with less than five seconds left. But that
shot was about to be upstaged.
With the clock ticking down, Ryan Arcidiacono
brought the ball upcourt and passed it to Kris Jenkins,
who let it fly.
The ball went in, Jenkins’ hands went up and the rest
of the team wrestled him down.
It capped a 77-74 victory for Villanova, which won its
second national championship.
Moments before, it had nearly vanished. Villanova led
by three points with less than 10 seconds to play.
Paige lined up a three-pointer. He faked. The first
defender went by. Arcidiacono closed as Paige jumped.
Paige pumped and twisted in the air, and got a shot
off. The ball swirled in.
North Carolina fans tossed their seat cushions in the
air like graduation caps. But the commencement never
culminated.
Phil Booth had 20 points for Villanova and Jenkins
scored 14. North Carolina was led by Paige with 21
points. Joel Berry II contributed 20.
This was a season, supposedly, with no dominant
teams, in an era taken over by freshmen and dominated
by the three-point shot. Yet it yielded two teams, neither
with a likely one-and-done player, that breezed into the
title game.
North Carolina (33-7) hadn’t played a tournament
game decided by fewer than 14 points. Villanova (35-5)
defeated Oklahoma by 44 points, the biggest blowout in
Final Four history.
Monday’s game, in comparison, was one of the most
dramatic title games in years. The lead changed nine
times. The score was tied nine times. No team led by
more than 10 points.
“You’re seeing a season where there weren’t dominant
players, there weren’t dominant teams,” Villanova coach
Jay Wright said. “Then you’re seeing a season where two
teams just continued to get better and better and better
and better. Now, at the end of the season, that’s what
you’re seeing.”
In Saturday’s semifinal game against Syracuse, North
Carolina began 0 for 13 in three-point shots. The Tar
Heels still led. They get less than a fifth of their points on
three-pointers, 345th in the nation.
And then, an outburst. The Tar Heels made seven of

their first nine three-point shots against Villanova.
A day prior, guard Berry predicted North Carolina
could win without making a single three-pointer. He
made four by himself. Berry was the hero of the first half,
scoring 15 of his 20 points in the period. North Carolina
led, 39-34, at the half.
But Villanova kept grinding North Carolina down.
It chipped away. Six minutes into the second half a
two-handed slam by Mikal Bridges tied the game at 44.
Less than two minutes later, Booth pulled up and hit a
three-pointer. It was part of a 13-2 surge. Villanova had
reclaimed the lead.
The Wildcats kept coming. At one point, they scored
on six straight possessions. North Carolina, thanks in
part to a 36-23 rebounding advantage, wasn’t far behind.
But it was like rolling a stone uphill _ Villanova shot 58.3
percent. Empty possessions were rare. A 7-0 run gave it a
10-point lead with five minutes left.
With about four minutes left, North Carolina called
a timeout. The Tar Heels settled down. When Paige
splashed in a three-pointer with 90 seconds left, the
deficit was three points.
On the next possession, Arcidiacono threw the ball
out of bounds. Brice Johnson, on the other end, banked

in another two. The deficit was one.
After a pair of free throws, Paige missed a gimme
layup, but fought for the rebound and wrestled in the
second try. The lead was back to three _ enough for
Paige’s late heroics.
But he left too much time.
Villanova’s individual talent is underwhelming.
There is a good chance it will produce zero first-round
selections in the NBA draft, the first championship team
to do so since 1987.
But, on both sides of the ball, it was relentless. It
ranked second in offensive efficiency, sixth defensively. It
prided itself in making the game “ugly,” which was just
the Wildcats’ way of saying that the team that hustled
more would win.
In Houston, it nurtured a quiet confidence. Before
Villanova’s trouncing of Oklahoma on Saturday, forward
Daniel Ochefu yelled out, “They ain’t seen a storm like
this.”
He was right.
It was Villanova’s second national championship.
The first came in 1985. Wright has made members of
that team revered in the program, welcomed at practice
anytime. Now they have company.

A crazy finish landed Villanova with the national title (fansided.com)

Come join Zach Powell
and The Bottom Line
Want to get involved in The Archway?
Come to Bryant Center room 2A on
Mondays at 4:30pm!

Friday April 8th at 6pm
in Janikies
For the 1st Annual A Cappella
Showcase featuring four collegiate
A Cappella groups

And

Wish a Warm Bulldog Welcome
To All Admitted and
Prospective Students!
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Grease is the word! A review of last weeks perfomance
By Anna Rodier
Copy Editor

This past weekend, the Bryant Players hosted their spring musical, Grease. With
three packed shows, the Players took in the greatest amount of fundraised money ever.
Coming from a “critics” point of view, I would have to say the show was very successful.
Who knew a business school could actually produce a musical?
I was very surprised by how successful and professional the show was. I did not
realize the students of Bryant could put on such a difficult show, involving numerous
dance numbers and many musical arrangements. I was not expecting to be impressed,
but in all honesty, the musical was phenomenal.
Lead actor, Will Tondo, who played Danny Zuko, carried the show. He played
the part well and had amazing stage presence. Who knew an ROTC member and
ambassador could also play the major heartthrob?! Kudos to you, Will (who is also one
of the Archway’s staff members!)
Lead actress, Catherine Emond, who played Sandy Dombrowski, was also very
impressive. She was bubbly and provided comic relief throughout the entire show. She
definitely fit the part!
Other standout members were Liam Rice (the kid who sang very loud with great
stage presence and a Hawaiian shirt), Devyn Oakes (the boy’s hips don’t lie), and
Mikayla Ott (who perfectly fit the role as a perky cheerleader!) The entire cast was
very impressive, but these players had a step above the rest! A huge shout-out and
congratulations to the cast and crew for a great job!
With such a well-known musical I would have expected to see more audience
involvement. While I did get dragged on stage to join in a number, I thought there
would’ve been more areas where the cast could have interacted with the audience. The
show was presented as more of a professional musical than I would have expected.
Another critique I have for the show was the lack of passion and excitement from
some of the cast. While some actors really stood out for their humor and characters,
not all cast members had the same level of energy and it was very noticeable. While
you cannot make someone have passion, it is important that the whole cast wants
to perform. Since Grease is such an upbeat musical, I expected all of the cast to be
overjoyed on the stage, but some members seemed disinterested.
The cast seemed to blend together very well. From my perspective, I did not see
the individuals and what they are known for on campus, like sorority girl, honors

Archway staff members pictured at the Saturday night showing of Grease
(Anna Rodier)

student, or campus leader. Rather, I saw them as one cohesive unit who are all involved
in a multitude of organizations on campus.
The Bryant Players is a group of students who truly exemplify what it means to be
an involved Bryant student. I would argue about half of the campus is involved in at
least two activities/organizations on campus. Through these organizations, there are
many leadership positions available, which gives students alike many opportunities to
get involved and have leadership experience. The Players are a well-rounded group of
individuals and show how all different stereotypes of students on campus can get along.
Overall the musical went very well in my opinion. The Bryant Players are often an
overlooked club on campus since it does not focus on the business aspect of the school.
Hopefully with the major push of the College of Arts & Sciences, the Players will get
more publicity. Talk for next year’s show is already in the works; will you be the next
lead?

New Report Gives Insight on 2014
Boston Blaze That Killed Two
By Evan Butler
Contributing Writer

At 2:42pm, March 26th, 2014, a nine alarm fire on
Beacon St. in Boston. to which Lt. Ed Walsh of Engine
Co. 33 and Firefighter Michael Kennedy of Ladder
Co. 15 responded. Now, two years later, the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH),
has released their findings. The fire was the result of an
illegal welding job conducted in the basement of 298
Beacon Street. Upon arriving, crews rescued residents
from higher levels of the building, while Walsh and
Kennedy rushed to the basement with a hose.
A second alarm was called almost immediately. The
wind was very strong that day, gusts reaching 40 mph. A
broken window in the basement acted as a wind tunnel,
turning the basement into an inferno. Minutes later,
Walsh and Kennedy sent out a ‘Mayday’ call, signaling
they were trapped. It took crews an hour and a half to
find Kennedy. He was rushed to Mass General Hospital,
where he later passed away. Lt. Walsh was not recovered
until hours later, he was pronounced dead on the scene.
A small explosion in the building also injured several
other firefighters. The NIOSH report was recently
released and contains new information regarding the
first fire to claim a Boston firefighter since 2009. It has
come out that the fire hose used by Walsh and Kennedy

had been burnt through, rendering itself unusable.
Crews were at the scene through the night and left by
8am.
FireFighterNation.com summarized the report using
the following information.
Contributing Factors:
• Delayed notification to the fire department
• Uncontrolled ventilation by a civilian
• Occupied residential building with immediate life
safety concerns
• Staffing
• Scene size-up
• Lack of fire hydrants on Side Charlie (a private
street)
• Lack of training regarding wind-driven fires
• Unrestricted flow path of the fire
• Lack of fire sprinkler system
Some key recommendations suggested are that
fire departments should define fireground strategy
and tactics for an occupancy that are based upon the
organization’s standard operating procedures. As part of

the incident action plan, the incident commander should
ensure a detailed scene size-up and risk assessment,
which occurs during initial fireground operations,
including the deployment of resources to Side Charlie.
Scene size-up and risk assessment should occur
throughout the incident.
Ed Walsh and Michael Kennedy died in the line
of duty. They are true heros. It takes a certain kind of
man to run into a burning building when everyone
else is running out. It is tragic what happened, but
every firefighter knows what is at risk when the alarm
sounds. The welding company, D&J Iron Works, was not
criminally charged in the deaths of Kennedy and Walsh.
While careless, their actions did not constitute “reckless
or knowing endangerment of human life”.
This event is an example of how important it is for
departments to prepare their firefighters for any kind
of situation or environment they could be exposed to.
Maybe if crews had more training for wind-fueled fires,
more creative actions could have been taken to rescue
Walsh and Kennedy, or even just approached the whole
situation differently.
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Beyonce: just another day of showing
everyone she’s the Queen
By Jillian Gaudet
Organization Coordinator
To our surprise, Beyonce did not release another album on 4/4. Instead, on March 31,
Beyonce launched a full on fashion-led design with technological innovation. Ivy Park,
named after her daughter Blue Ivy, and the park that motivated her throughout her adolescent
years. In the video launching the line, she tells her viewers that her dad would wake her up in
the morning and ask her to go running. During this quiet time, she thought a lot about her
dreams, family, the sacrifices her parents made for her, and the world around her. Parkwood
Park made Beyonce the queen that she is today, and she still goes back there when she needs
inspiration. Sidenote: where exactly is this park and how do we get there?
Beyonce effortlessly slays the clothing game with flawless sports bras, matching leggings,
and print jackets. The leggings come in three tiers of shapes – “I” (low-rise), “V” (mid-rise),
and “Y” (high-rise) reflecting, once again, the name Ivy. The prints and distinctive colors
represent Beyonce’s distinct impression on the music industry.
For an exclusive first look at the Ivy Park collection, you can visit ivypark.com. The
collection will be on sale within the next few weeks at Nordstrom, Topshop, and Net-a-Porter.

Experience. Success.

GRADUATE STUDENT
INFORMATION SESSION
Thursday, April 28, 2016 — 5:30 P.M.
Take your career to the next level through our
professionally focused graduate programs taught
by industry-experienced faculty. Join us at the
Harborside Campus to learn more about our
programs and why
U.S. News and Money magazines rank JWU among
America’s top colleges.
RSVP to:
jwu.events/gradinfosession
For information:
pvdgrad@admissions.jwu.edu
or 401-598-1015
Grace Welcome Center
Harborside Campus
120 Harborside Blvd.
Cranston, RI 02905

1501559-A

MBA
MBA with concentrations in
– Accounting
– Hospitality
– Information Technology
MBA One-Year Program
M.S. – Counseling
– Finance
– Human Resource Management
– Information Security/Assurance
– Physician Assistant Studies
M.A.T. in Culinary Arts Education
M.A.T. in Teacher Education with specializations in
– Business Education/Secondary Special
Education
– Elementary Education/Elementary Special
Education
M.Ed. in Teaching and Learning
Ed.D. in Educational Leadership
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AJ’s movie review: Batman v Superman
By AJ Beltis
Staff Writer
Comic book lovers rejoiced upon hearing that two of their favorite heroes, Batman
and Superman, would go toe-to-toe on the big screen for the first time ever. Then
they sent up a public outcry when Ben Affleck was announced as the Caped Crusader.
Later, they reversed decision when the universal consensus was that Affleck wasn’t too
shabby as the billionaire vigilante. In short, the road leading up to viewings of Batman
v Superman: Dawn of Justice was a complete roller coaster – just like the movie turned
out to be.
READER – BE WARNED: Major spoilers ahead. If you haven’t seen this movie,
please skip to the last two paragraphs for a spoiler-free summary.
Following the mess of Man of Steel (no, I’m actually talking about the destruction in
the movie, not the public’s perception of the film), Superman/Clark Kent continues to
save the day in and around Metropolis while failing to convince much of the world he
is there with the truest intentions. Bruce Wayne, of the neighboring city of Gotham, is
still mentally recovering from the destruction of his Metropolis tower and the death of
his friends and employees. Bruce states that even if there is a 1 percent chance that the
alien is their enemy then he must be destroyed. Meanwhile, Superman looks over the
bay to Gotham and frowns upon the brutal lawlessness displayed by Batman.
Enter Lex Luthor. The movie already seems like it’s biting off more than it can chew,
but Lex adds a whole new layer to this. In a forced attempt to add as many comic book
faces to this film as they can, Lex (played by Jesse Eisenberg) feels like a completely
unneeded character, as the eventual BvS fight that takes place could have been
written to exist without his encouragement. However, Lex doesn’t like the very idea of
Superman and hopes that with a bit of a push Batman will figure a way out to take him
out. Luthor also kidnaps Superman’s adoptive mother Martha (Diane Lane) as incentive
for the Kryptonian to take out the dark knight. Not motive enough for you? Don’t
worry – you’re not alone.
I’ll admit – I bought into the initial premise. I enjoyed the establishment of Batman’s
world, and his reasoning for resenting Superman made complete sense. I also enjoyed
seeing the characters from Man of Steel again, even though Superman’s reaction to
the events in the prequel weren’t as post-traumatic as I had expected. Adding to this
were what I argue to be great performances in a tightly-edited first hour (despite those
questionable dream sequences for both heroes). But then came the conflict that we had
all been waiting for. Worth it? Guess again!
The Batman and Superman fight that some people have waited decades to see was a
mere ten or so minutes of Batman and Superman punching each other. Then Superman
says his mom’s name and a conveniently-placed Lois Lane explains the meaning behind
it. Twenty minutes later, one of the heroes refers to his recent foe as a friend.
This brings us into the Doomsday fight. While fun to watch and arguably wellconstructed, it did come off as a generic superhero movie fight finale. The differentiator
was Wonder Woman, who admittedly added a lot to that scene. However, her potential
seemed squandered. Without much development of this one character, what should’ve
been the face that stole the show seemed more like an underdeveloped cameo whose
full potential we were robbed of. Gal Gadot delivered in her minimal time and promises
to offer much to the DC Comics Extended Universe (DCEU for short), but it saddens
me to say that the movie and its script did not do her justice.
And here’s where the movie lost me (again – spoiler warning). I absolutely hate that
this movie involved the death of Superman. The fact that they actually went through
with this was one thing – we’ve seen Superman die plenty of times in movies and TV
shows. But – as expected – he always comes back, and everyone knows he will come

back again this time. This time, he didn’t. To go through with the funeral, newspaper
headlines, and sorrowful friends and family until the very last frame was a step too far,
since his return to the DCEU is inevitable. By not only killing Superman, but going
as far as they did with it, it seemed like the filmmakers were milking a cow everyone
knew was dry but tried to trick us by dropping fake milk from another hand. You might
fool a couple of people, but most are smart enough to see right through you. And when
you come out and say you pulled a trick, no one’s going to be impressed – they’re just
going to be pissed off. When Superman does come back, I won’t be rejoicing, I’ll be
contemptuous of the filmmakers for dragging something out in a too-long ending when
everyone knew how unnecessary it was. And if for some reason Superman really is
dead, it’s an even stupider move by the DCEU.
As much as part of me hates to give this movie a good review, I can’t ignore its
plusses. The acting from a cast too big for its own good is tremendous, the film has
a very promising start, the Doomsday fight is good, and the movie is well shot and
(somewhat undeservingly) ambitious. However, if you want to see Batman and
Superman fight on the big screen, you should know that while they do this in the
movie it is not done as well as it could have or should have been. A true incentive from
both fighters was needed, and while Batman v Superman doesn’t completely waste its
potential, it’s sad looking at the good and bad parts of this movie knowing they could
have been great.
Side note: I also thought it was hysterical that news anchors were there to tell
everyone that even when a building collapses or the entirety of an island is engulfed in
flames that the area was uninhabited. I guess moviegoers didn’t take too kindly to the
massive destruction in Man of Steel after all.
This movie received 3 out of 5
Bulldogs

An open letter to open letter authors: please stop
By Lauren Leedberg
Contributing Writer
Dear Open Letter Writers,
I’m not sure where to begin besides just asking you to
please stop. No, I’m not a cold-hearted person who finds
it unimportant to tell our college roommates how much
they mean to us or let our mothers know we miss them,
but this style needs to end or, at least, be updated.
Many of you would argue saying that you’re
expressing your feelings for those who are important
around you in a way that your readers connect with,
making them then able to reach out to their loved ones
by sharing your posts. In actuality though, your decision
to make this an “open letter” actually removes the most
personal aspects. Now, the letter which is supposed to be
to your “Person In Heaven” or “First Love” is generalized
so more people can relate to it; you don’t put in names,
you don’t speak of those truly personal moments.
Instead, it’s a few paragraphs filled with clichés where
each author’s writing style somehow is identical as each
person tries to sound quirky (which isn’t the style that fits
everyone).
I’m not saying not to put these feelings into writing.
I understand the point is to write something to share
with people, otherwise you’d actually just pick up the
phone and call your mom, but why do you have to keep
writing it this way? When you Google “open letter to
my best friend” over 20 “letters,” all structured the same

and written in mostly the same style, pop up. I’m just
going to say it: yours is not unique. So how about taking
those same feelings, or perhaps finding some aspect of
the topic that is more genuine for you personally, and
writing a poem. Or speech. Or fiction piece. Or anything,
but making it real and making it you, not the 200 other
writers who managed to have some sort of success
with this style so now you are emulating not just their
topic, but their writing. If you dig deep and write from
the heart you could create something truly beautiful
that is not just shared but discussed, interpreted, and
remembered. Isn’t that the point? To craft your words so
beautifully others feel something? Or are convinced of
something? Then do it.
If you are so convinced that writing in this open
letter format is true to who you are and expresses your
thoughts the best, then stick with it, but please, for all of
our sakes, write about something new and write about it
with proper grammar!
If I read one more letter to “the boy who broke my
heart” I may actually never sign on to Facebook again.
Come up with something new or at least put some sort of
new spin on it. We’ve all been there; it hurts, and should
be expressed, but somehow make your letter stand out.
Make me actually care. Have this heartbreak resonate so
deeply with me that I feel your pain or can almost feel the
tears you cried hitting my own skin. Don’t give me six
paragraphs of generalizations and clichés. Write the letter
you’d actually write to that first love as if no one was

going to read it; make us feel almost as if we’ve stumbled
onto something private. Then, you’ll truly be writing
something worth reading.
As for grammar, there are always exceptions. If you’re
the next Jack Kerouac and stream of consciousness is
your thing, then go for it. But there’s a difference between
being creative or “using your audience’s language” and
just being downright lazy while playing into poor writing
habits.
Often I argue in defense of our generation when
people say we are killing the art of writing, but if some
of these open letters are any sign of what the authors of
our day will be like then we’re not only killing the art of
writing, but also brutally torturing it before we let it get
some peace. There is absolutely no reason to say “on the
reg” unless you are saying it ironically. You are writing
and people are reading so you have the power to expand
your writing skills while expanding the thoughts, and
even reading skills, of your audience. Why waste that
amazing opportunity you’ve been granted to try and
falsely seem relatable or, again, quirky? Hate to break it to
you but if you’re all quirky then none of you are quirky.
Don’t stop writing. Just start writing more genuinely
and about what matters. Tell me about your passions,
nightmares, political views, and moments that have
knocked the breath out of you.
But please, if I promise to tell my roommate I love her,
will you promise to stop writing letters about it?
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Unique cars of Bryant: 1995 Jeep Cherokee
By Anthony Sophinos
Staff Writer

The Model T. The Gameboy. The iPhone. What do these products have in common?
They all were pioneers in their industry, and were able to single-handedly revolutionize
their market. They managed to hit that proverbial bulls-eye of success thanks to
creativity, timing and risk (not to mention a whole lot of luck). One vehicle which not
only hit that elusive bullseye, but struck it on an all new target was the original 1984
Jeep Cherokee. It was so successful and perfect an execution of what a compact SUV
should be that it remained in production nearly unchanged for 17 years, with the last
examples rolling off the line in 2001. Today, the classic XJ Cherokee (XJ being JeepSpeak for the platform underpinning the Cherokee) is seen by most as just another part
of the automotive landscape. This fact is quite telling, considering the design originally
appeared 32 years ago – the XJ is as timeless as Sinatra’s voice, with the casual observer
taking nary a second glance to the now archaic design.
Until the Cherokee’s debut, SUVs were rough, tough, and crude machines, built
with the singular purpose of being capable to traverse heavy terrain. Some classic
examples include the BOF (Body-on-Frame) Ford Bronco, Chevrolet Blazer, and
Dodge Ramcharger, all popular choices in the 1970s. These excelled where asphalt was
nonexistent, but became tiresome to drive on paved roads, where the drawbacks of
being based on a crude full-size truck platform became readily apparent.
Jeep’s lineup in the 1970s competed with the aforementioned vehicles, but lacked
any other product. Simultaneously, government-mandated CAFE standards were
demanding that Jeep build a smaller, more economical vehicle. To do this, Renault

The ‘Modern Family’
By Kristen O’Connor
Contributing Writer
If you asked someone even just ten
years ago what they thought a normal
family contains, the typical answer was
a mom, a dad, 2.5 kids and a dog. We
thought this because this is what the
media used to portray to us, having that
perfect family who lived in a suburb with
a cute house surrounded by a white picket
fence. Those images were the ones we
saw in magazines and the ones we saw in
movies.
Media may not always portray the
best images of others to aspire to, like
girls only being considered beautiful
if they are a size zero. However one
thing I personally thought they did do
something special with, was the portrayal
of what families are like now: The
Modern Family.
There are no longer TV shows about
the perfect families, the TV shows now
display what it really is like to be in a
family that is picture perfect. One of
my favorites has to be Modern Family,
they have every type of family going but
the special thing about it is they are all
families and share unconditional love.
All in one show they have a
combination of three different types of
families. One family could been seen
as your typical family, there is a mom
Claire, a dad Phil and three kids, but
three kids who are all completely different
and create chaos throughout the house.
The next family in the show contains
Claire’s brother Mitchell, his husband

Cam and their adorable daughter, who
they adopted. The final family in the
show might have to be my favorite, Claire
and Mitchell’s dad Jay is married to a
younger woman named Gloria, who has a
son that Jay took in like his own and they
also had a son of their own.
All of these families go through ups
and downs together, and continue to be
there for each other. This is not the only
TV show that shows what it is really like
to be in a family, a “Modern Family.”
The Media has made kids want to
tell their classmates how they have two
dads or just a mom and be proud of
where they came from. They also have
made people not only just kid want to
share and celebrate how their family
might be different like the show 19 kids
and counting. They make having a huge
family seem like the best thing in the
world, you always have someone to play
hide and seek with or blame someone else
for eating that last cookie.
Everyone is so influenced by what they
see on TV, and the portrayal of families
has changed into such a positive one. All
the shows on TV, demonstrate to kids
that it is ok to have a family that is not
what the media used to portray as what a
family really is. It helps not just kids but
everyone to accept their family no matter
how it is constructed.

(which had invested in the struggling AMC in return for market share and a foothold
in the American market) and Jeep worked together to come up with a smaller, next
generation Jeep SUV. The result of the Franco-US underdog partnership was nothing
less than game-changing: The unibody, compact, four door Cherokee.
It’s hard to stress how revolutionary this car was when it broke ground in late 1983.
The design, done by AMC designer Dick Teague, was fresh, attractive, and timeless.
For many, including your author, his final work for AMC has defined what the
quintessential SUV should be. A unibody structure allowed for a lighter weight and a
better on-road ride, meaning that it had no trouble traversing the urban jungle to get to
the mall or to pick up the kids from school. Its suspension design offered the clearance,
durability and off-roading chops that has made the Jeep name such an icon in offroading circles. Initially offered in three trim levels, two body styles and with choice of
three different engines, the Cherokee could be equipped to be anything for anyone.
By designing the Cherokee from the start to be a four-door unibody, Jeep was
eliminating the two biggest factors deterring customers from SUVs – the rough ride
resulting from a truck-based frame, and the impracticality of two doors. By overcoming
these two limitations, Jeep essentially opened the floodgates of buyers who previously
had to settle with being enamored by SUVs from afar. Families bought them up
in droves to indulge in the outdoorsy and romantic lifestyle that the Jeep moniker
promised, even if the closest they got to realize that lifestyle was parking in a gravel lot
at the local rec soccer fields. The success of the practical Cherokee paved the way for
the SUV boom that struck in the 1990s, and was one of the final death knells for that
venerable family truckster, the station wagon.
The stalwarts of the industry had to quickly pick their jaws up off the floor after
seeing scrappy underdog AMC find such success with the Cherokee. Ford had its BOF
Bronco II to compete with the compact Jeep, but found little more than angst from a
rollover issue that plagued the fun-size II. GM’s twins, the Chevy S-10 Blazer and GMC
S-15 Jimmy, found better success, especially after an update brought along four-door
variants in 1991. But it still was not enough to beat the Jeep, which sold 2.3 million
units between launch and 2001.
Our feature car is a 1995 or 1996, as 1995 was the first year for the airbag (which this
car has), while 1996 was a carryover year until the refreshed 1997 model came out. Also
seen here is a snazzy dark blue paint job over the light tan lower cladding, a handsome
two-tone that was only offered on the Country trim level, a trim which also included
the lacy-spoke wheels and a variety of interior niceties. While there are a few different
Cherokees on campus, most are the refreshed ’97-01 models. I have always preferred the
original 1984 lines, which in my eyes are more timeless and cohesive than the redesign.
Due to the passing of time, the pre-refresh cars are becoming harder to find, making
the discovery of this example here at Bryant a pleasant surprise.
Thanks to the Cherokee, consumers were introduced to the prospect of a practical,
everyday SUV that was at home either traversing the roughest American countryside or
on an errand run to the local box stores. This all-purpose utility is a concept we take for
granted today, but was revolutionary in 1984. This example, with its light patina, aptly
represents the energizer-bunny reputation of the original XJ. As the Bryant parking lot
attests, Cherokees today continue to roam both on the road and off, a patriarch among
SUVs and a true game-changer among the automotive world at large.

New albums from Weezer,
Lukas Graham
By Glenn Gamboa
MCT Campus

There should be some
sort of signal _ maybe two
hands making a “W” _ that
could be beamed across the
world Batman-style to alert
one-time Weezer fans that
it’s time to check in with
Rivers Cuomo and the guys
again.
Now would be a good
time to fire that thing up,
because “Weezer” (Crush
Music / Atlantic) takes
some of the sunniest,
melody-driven parts of
its eponymous debut
(better known as “The Blue
Album”) and some of the
creative writing lyrics of
“Pinkerton” to create one
of the prolific band’s best
albums in years.
Weezer has done its
share of stretching its
sound and trying new
things in the past two
decades or so. Not on this
“Weezer” album, destined
to be called “The White
Album” by fans. Instead,
the band sharpens all its
hooks and hones the lyrics
to potent, graspable ideas
with imagery as vivid as
possible. (That’s not to
say it’s simple. In “Thank
God for Girls,” Cuomo
describes the Adam and
Eve story as “God took a
rib from Adam, ground it

up in a centrifuge machine,
mixed it with cardamom
and cloves, microwaved it
on the popcorn setting.”
Darwin and Sisyphus get
name-checked in “Wind in
Our Sail.”)
Cuomo does not rap
here. Lil Wayne makes no
guest appearance. Instead,
we get the practically
perfect “California Kids,”
an optimistic anthem
packed with Beach Boys
harmonies and grinding
guitars tinged with enough
knowing regret to make it
even more powerful. “(Girl
We Got a) Good Thing”
somehow joins Beach Boys
sweetness on the chorus
to The Beatles’ dramatic
rock on the verses without
sounding too dated or
studied. “Do You Wanna
Get High” walks the line
between excitement and
danger, both lyrically and
sonically through a wall of
snarling guitars.
“Weezer” finds the band
as sharp as ever, returning
to past glories to discover
new ones.
THE GRADE: A
Don’t be fooled. Lukas
Graham, the Danish
singer (and band that also
bears his name) behind
the yearning ballad “7
Years,” is not another
supersensitive European

singer-songwriter like
Passenger or Hozier. He
has way more swagger and
even a sense of humor.
His debut album “Lukas
Graham” (Warner Bros.)
includes not only sensitive
piano-driven pop, but also
a healthy helping of soul.
Though it’s easy to see
why Team Graham would
want songs thematically
similar to his smash “7
Years,” including the
“Hard Knock Life”-leaning
“Mama Said,” his skill
is actually in translating
his love of R&B into
something poppier, as
he does in “Drunk in the
Morning” and the sleek
soul of “Strip No More,”
about a guy who falls in
love with a stripper in an
innocent way.
But it’s the old-school
“Don’t You Worry ‘Bout
Me” where Graham seems
most at ease and most
distinctive, as he wraps
his voice around a ballad
that could have come from
Marvin Gaye and puts
the Charlie Puth song to
shame.
“Lukas Graham” is
smartly planned and
well-crafted, but its real
strength is when Graham
lets go and sings from his
soulful heart.
THE GRADE: B+
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Funniest Tweets of
the Week
“If you leave your dog in the car, make sure you leave
the windows cracked enough for me to get my hand
in there to pet them.”
@primawesome
“doctor: here’s your x-ray
me: ew I look ugly in this one delete it take another”
@pleatedjeans
“Hello this is your captain speaking. I have fallen out
of the plane yikes lol. Very impressed with the range
on this Bluetooth headset tho”
@Fred_Delicious
“Ambulance is spelled backwards on the front so
when you look in your rearview mirror you don’t
confuse it with the other giant siren cubes.”
@thenatewolf
“‘It’s 5 o’clock somewhere’ I say as I leave work at
4:58”
@YesNoSuper
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The College Scoop
SEE WHAT STUDENTS AT OTHER
COLLEGES ARE READING ABOUT
The Stanford Daily
Stanford University

A total of 1,318 high school seniors received letters of acceptance to Stanford’s
Class of 2020 on Friday. An additional 745 early action students were accepted in
December. The 2,063 admits came from a pool of 43,997 applicants, the largest
in Stanford’s history. A further 3.6 percent of applicants were given a place on
Stanford’s waitlist. At 4.69 percent, this year’s undergraduate admissions rate is the
lowest in Stanford’s history, marking a significant drop from last year’s rate of 5.05
percent.

The Harvard Crimson
Harvard University

Demanding more diversity in Harvard’s doctoral programs, members of the
graduate student unionization effort, along with undergraduates and university
employees, rallied for the formation of a collective bargaining unit just steps away
from University President Drew G. Faust’s office last Friday.

The Brown Daily Herald
Brown University

The University accepted 2,250 applicants for the Class of 2020 through regular
decision Thursday, said Dean of Admission Jim Miller ’73. This year’s application
cycle saw a regular decision rate of about 7 percent and an overall admission rate
of about 9 percent, Miller said. The overall admission rate for last year’s cycle was a
record-breaking 8.5 percent.

The Heights
Boston College

Pack your bags, but don’t forget the sunscreen. BC is heading back to Tampa. With
a 3-2 win over the University of Minnesota Duluth, the Eagles advance to the 25th
Frozen Four in program history, passing Michigan for the most of any team in
college hockey.

The Weekly Sudoku

Variety
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April 7, 2016

Comic of
the Week

SPECIAL!

$5 OFF

ANY LARGE OR
X-LARGE PIZZA
4 - 8 PM DAILY

NEW

NOW INTRODUCING
PASTA DISHES
STARTING AT $3.99!

401-531-6620
The Variety section of The Archway
Review a movie, book, restaurant, or album!
Email archway@bryant.edu to submit an article

Write about fashion or film, or submit original poetry and photography!
Email archway@bryant.edu to submit an article

